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Researchers have been developing techniques to predict in-flight icing in order to 
determine aircraft behavior under different icing conditions. A key component of the 
techniques is the mesh generation strategy. Automated meshing facilitates numerical 
simulation of ice accretion on realistic aircraft configurations by deforming the surface 
and volume meshes in response to the evolving ice shape. The objective of this research 
is to validate an ice accretion strategy for wings, using a previously developed meshing 
strategy. The intent is to investigate the effect of varying numerical parameters, on the 
predicted ice shape. Using this framework, results are simulated for rime and glaze ice 
accretions on a rectangular planform wing with a constant GLC-305 airfoil section. The 
number of time steps is shown to have a significant effect on the ice shape, depending on 
the icing time and conditions. Decreasing the height smoothing parameters generally 
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In-flight icing causes ice accretion on critical parts of an airframe that are 
unprotected by a normally functioning anti-icing or de-icing system, as seen in figure 1.1. 
These ice accretions can alter the airflow pattern around aerodynamic surfaces, such as 
propeller blades and wings, leading to a decrease in lift, and an increase in drag, as seen 
in figure 1.2, as well as a shift in the airfoil center of pressure [1]. This shift can affect 
pitch trim requirements and longitudinal stability. Longitudinal stability can also be 
altered by a decrease of lift generated by the horizontal stabilizer. The altered airflow 
pattern may significantly affect the pressure distribution around the ailerons, elevators, 
and other flight control surfaces. In severe cases, the resulting loss of control may induce 
a loss of the vehicle [1]. 
 




Figure 1.2 Effect of aircraft icing [3]. 
 
With computational simulation becoming an increasingly significant part in in-
flight icing prediction, researchers have been developing techniques to determine aircraft 
behavior under icing conditions [1]. A key component of the techniques is the mesh 
generation strategy. Automated meshing facilitates numerical simulation of ice accretion 
on realistic aircraft configurations by deforming the surface and volume meshes in 
response to the evolving ice shape.  
Mesh generation for realistic configurations requires automation, efficiency and 
robustness [4]. Automation is needed when simulating the evolving ice shape necessitates 
generating a new mesh for each ice shape. However, the process still has to be efficient. 
The easiest way, entirely regenerating the mesh after each accretion step, might be time-
consuming especially for complex aircraft configurations and not suitable for ice 
accretion simulations. For ice accretion simulations, robustness implies the generation of 
a valid mesh of adequate quality for ice shapes with different levels of complexity. The 
challenge is to guarantee that the surface mesh preserves sufficient quality as the ice 
surface develops [4].  
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One method that has shown potential for evolving a surface while preserving the 
volume change is the approach developed by Jiao [5]. Jiao uses a singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to solve a least squares problem and then implements an 
eigenvalue/eigenvector analysis at each node in order to obtain its normal motion, which 
produces the surface geometry, and its tangential motion, which preserves mesh quality 
[6]. 
Supposing a valid surface mesh of sound quality has been developed, the next 
step in the process is the deformation of the volume mesh. Luke et al. [7] developed a 
method to perform a volume mesh deformation in response to a surface mesh 
deformation. Their method takes boundary displacements as inputs and outputs a 
deformed volume mesh. In order to produce mesh motion, a robust direct interpolation, 
based on an inverse distance weighted (IDW) approach is used [7]. A unique 
characteristic of this method is the specification of both a local rotation and a 
displacement for each node of the surface mesh. The local rotation for a certain node is 
computed by means of a least squares fitting to define the rotation about the node that 
best corresponds to the displacements of all normals and edges from surface facets which 
reference the specified node [7]. 
Tong et al. [8] based their surface evolution algorithm on Jiao’s method for 
discrete surface evolution [6] and Luke et al. for volume mesh deformation [7]. Tong et 
al. presented a mesh generation strategy that facilitates numerical simulation of ice 
accretion on realistic aircraft configurations by automating surface and volume mesh 
deformations in response to the developing ice shape [8].  
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The research in this thesis is focused on investigating the sensitivity of the 
computed ice shape to different numerical parameters employed in the algorithm of Tong 
et al. [8]. This technique is demonstrated by generating ice accretion results generated by 
coupling LEWICE3D [9] with the flow solver Loci/CHEM [10] to produce an ice 
accretion rate map [11, 12]. This rate map serves as input to the discrete surface evolution 
tool iceSurf. IceSurf is intended to generate a new surface mesh given the existing 
surface mesh, the icing time and a face-centroid accretion rate map. The surface 
displacements are then transmitted into the volume mesh using the mesh deformation tool 
gridMover [7]. The investigated numerical parameters are ∆t the time between each time 
step, β the height smoothing factor, 𝛼ℎ the height smoothing threshold, and the number of 
height smoothing iterations, all of which will be described in CHAPTER III. 
1.2 Thesis organization 
This thesis is structured as follows. Following the introduction in this chapter, a 
literature review about aircraft icing, classes of ice accretion, aerodynamic effects of ice 
accretion, ice accretion prediction models, and mesh deformation method is presented in 
CHAPTER II. After presenting the relevant background and a description of the 
technique investigated, the method is developed in CHAPTER III. A discussion of the 





2.1 Aircraft icing 
According to Farooq [13], in-flight icing is a leading threat to aircraft operating 
under natural icing conditions. It is a reason for considerable concern for aircraft 
manufacturers and certification authorities [14]. The high probability of experiencing 
natural icing conditions during a flight might suggest a high frequency of accidents 
related to icing. In order to avoid these accidents, a substantial amount of effort has been 
devoted to the numerous safety concerns regarding in-flight icing, such as the design of 
efficient ice protection systems [15]. In-flight icing generally happens during the take-off 
or landing phases, or holding patterns, when the aircraft is flying through clouds at 
freezing point temperatures or below. During these phases, high-lift devices, such as slats 
or flaps, are deployed in a roughly fully-extended configuration. 
2.2 Classes of ice accretion shapes and conditions 
Several icing scenarios may occur, such as rime and glaze icing conditions, each 
of which produces ice shapes with different geometrical characteristics depending on 
various parameters such as air temperature, droplet size, liquid water content, aircraft 
flight speed, and the duration of the icing event. These ice shapes are ice roughness, 
streamwise ice, horn ice, spanwise-ridge ice, and produce various degrees of 




Figure 2.1 Qualitative description of aerodynamic effects for various iced-airfoil flow 
fields. [16]. 
 
2.2.1 Ice roughness 
Small-scale roughness ice forms in the early phases of the ice accretion process 
and normally is highly three-dimensional. It occurs prior to the accretion of a significant 
ice shape, such as a horn [18]. In this case, three main zones evolve on the leading edge 
in glaze and rime ice conditions—the smooth zone, rough zone, and feather region, as 
shown in figure 2.2 [19]. 
 




2.2.2 Streamwise ice 
Streamwise ice is frequently formed as a consequence of rime icing conditions 
that occur at cold temperatures. In this case, the incoming droplets solidify on the surface 
at impingement. Since the impinging water droplets freeze on impact, the primary ice 
accretion occurs following the shape of the airfoil and may result in a separation bubble 
as shown in figure 2.3 [20]. 
 
Figure 2.3 Measured streamwise ice shape with a qualitative sketch of separation at 
the ice/airfoil intersection, adapted from Blumenthal [20]. 
 
2.2.3 Horn ice 
At very large accretion times, or when the icing conditions are proper, streamwise 
ice shapes can form that do not follow the original airfoil surface and may grow a horn-
like characteristic into the flow [21].  
If the temperature is somewhat warmer (i.e., a glaze icing condition), the droplet 
may run back on the surface before freezing, which produces the classic horn ice 
accretion [16]. The horn shape can be characterized by its height, the angle it makes with 
respect to the chord line (θ), and its location indicated by s/c, the non-dimensional surface 




Figure 2.4 Geometry of a horn ice shape [16]. 
 
2.2.4 Spanwise-ridge ice 
Spanwise-ridge ice accretions are usually associated with SLD (Super-cooled 
Large Droplets) icing conditions [22] such as freezing rain or freezing drizzle. Usually, 
these accretions occur downstream of leading-edge ice protection systems and can form 
for all drop size ranges. Runback icing can result in ridge accretions and occurs when 
there is an ice-protected leading-edge heated surface, which is not operating in a fully 
evaporative mode. Water runs back on the surface from the heated region to freeze 
downstream on the cooler unheated surface. 
2.2.5 Rime, glaze and mixed icing conditions 
Rime ice is opaque and brittle and is likely to develop into the airstream. Rime ice 
forms when the droplets freeze instantly upon impact [17]. Glaze icing, also known as 
clear icing, may be almost transparent with a smoother surface. It is formed when the 
droplets flow and/or deform along the surface before freezing [17]. Glaze icing may have 
more severe effects on the aircraft than rime icing due to its tendency to run back along 
the airframe, thus covering a larger area than rime icing. Mixed icing usually happens in 
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layers, as a transition from rime to glaze icing conditions. These icing types are illustrated 
in Figure 2.5 [17]. 
 
Figure 2.5 Light rime rice on the left, severe glaze ice on the right [17]. 
 
2.3 Aerodynamic effects of ice accretions 
2.3.1 Ice roughness 
Surface roughness that is due to ice accretion increases drag and reduces 
maximum lift [23]. This is a result of its effect on airfoil boundary-layer transition and 
separation as it influences shear force and pressure drag. Roughness location, density and 
height are regarded as essential factors in defining its effect on performance. Roughness 
can cause early trailing-edge separation but does not on its own lead to the large 
separation bubbles which are linked to horn and spanwise-ridge ice shapes [23].  
2.3.2 Horn ice 
In certain ways, the ice accretion geometry may be seen as a combination of the 
larger (primarily two-dimensional) geometry changes from ridges or horns plus surface 
roughness [23]. The large separated flow region at the back of the upper surface horn 
governs the aerodynamics of an airfoil with a horn ice accretion. This separation bubble 
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is really unsteady because of the vorticity’s rollup in the shear layer and the intermittent 
vorticity shedding from the bubble. The shedding of the vortex is echoed in the airfoil lift 
low-frequency unsteadiness. 
Aerodynamic performance is somewhat unaffected by the precise horn shape and 
is influenced primarily by the horn location and height, since these govern the separation 
region. The largest separation bubbles, and hence, the largest aerodynamic penalties, are 
for large horns located aft of the airfoil leading edge on the upper surface. Because the 
separation point is somewhat fixed at the horn tip, surface roughness only affects 
aerodynamic performance in a minor way [24]. 
2.3.3 Streamwise ice 
The geometry of a streamwise ice accretion can take multiple shapes ranging from 
a conformal shape to a more horn-like shape, where the latter is pointed into the incoming 
flow. Basically, the streamwise ice flow field is characterized by a smaller separation 
region that is not fixed to a specific point on the accretion geometry; hence, the 
separation location can differ with the angle of attack and possibly other flow field 
parameters [25]. Also, streamwise ice has been proven to be less sensitive to horn height 
and more sensitive to surface roughness. With considerably smaller regions of separated 
flow, the aerodynamic penalties are typically smaller than for horn ice as well. While the 
separation region is small, much like a streamwise ice shape, the separation location 
seems to be fixed, which is more representative of a horn shape. This suggests that, while 
the classifications defined here are handy for understanding iced airfoil aerodynamics, 
caution should be taken when strictly applying the general features of a classification 
strictly to a real-world accretion [25]. 
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2.3.4 Spanwise-ridge ice 
Spanwise-ridge ice produces aerodynamic effects analogous to those of horn ice 
in that the separation bubble governs the flow. They both exhibit different features in the 
equivalent pressure distributions and the ensuing performance parameters. Additionally, 
the effects of spanwise-ridge ice are very sensitive to the ridge location and geometry as 
well, particularly for specific airfoils [26]. 
2.4 Swept wings 
A swept wing is a wing that forms a backward angle (or sometimes a forward 
angle) with its root. Wing sweep can be used to improve aircraft performance, by 
delaying the shock waves and the associated increase in aerodynamic drag [27]. 
For swept wings, ice roughness characterizes the initial leading-edge ice 
accretion, and a main aerodynamic characteristic is that the scale of the boundary-layer 
separation and the size of the roughness are of the same order [27]. For horn ice, the flow 
field has large-scale, boundary-layer separation starting at the horn [27]. This separation 
causes the formation of a spanwise-running, leading-edge vortex that is analogous to that 
existing on clean, swept wings with leading-edge separation [27]. Streamwise ice may be 
linked to rime icing conditions and is usually conformal to the wing leading edge, or 
might form a horn-like characteristic (or protuberance) directed into the flow [27]. 
Spanwise-ridge ice may be connected to ice protection systems operating in SLD icing 
conditions or with incomplete water evaporation. The leading edge is ice free with an ice 
ridge positioned downstream usually in the range of 10 to 15% chord [27]. 
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2.5 Ice accretion prediction models 
There are several ice accretion prediction methods, such as the Messinger [28] 
and Szilder [29] models. The Messinger model [28] is a one-dimensional, equilibrium 
energy balance, designed to analyze the circumstances that control the equilibrium 
temperature of an unheated, insulated surface exposed to icing. Since the temperature is 
at its equilibrium value, an ice accretion’s transient behavior cannot not be predicted. For 
example, at the transition from rime to glaze ice growth, the freezing fraction, determined 
by Messinger [28], changes immediately from the rime value of unity to another constant 
value, less than unity, and maintains this value for all time. Actually, the freezing fraction 
will diminish monotonically, from its initial rime value of unity, to its equilibrium final 
value [28]. This is commonly known from studies of ice accretion based on the Stefan 
approach [30]. The freezing fraction predicted by Messinger is, consequently, always less 
than the accurate freezing fraction. An additional limitation of the Messinger model is the 
fact that the water and ice layers are isothermal, and therefore, conduction through these 
layers cannot be estimated [28, 30]. Additionally, the substrate is assumed to be 
insulated, and therefore conduction is not allowed there as well [28, 30]. With glaze ice, 
because of the flow and impact of incoming droplets, the water layer might be well 
mixed, in which case the isothermal hypothesis may be nearly valid; this will not hold in 
the ice layer. Since this model does not permit heat to be conducted away from the 
ice/water interface, the energy in this area can only be balanced by the latent heat 
production as ice accretes. [28, 30]. 
An alternative modeling strategy is the morphogenetic model of Szilder [29]. The 
core of the morphogenetic strategy is an ice accretion model that uses discrete particles. 
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Depending on their size, these discrete particles can be regarded either as individual 
droplets or as groups of droplets that behave as a unit [29]. The model may be lattice free; 
however, it is more typical to build the model on a three-dimensional, rectangular lattice 
with cubic cells. The cells might be empty or occupied by substrate or liquid/solid 
particles (henceforth simply particles) [31]. Each cell contains a single particle. Boundary 
conditions for the problem are determined by first filling suitable cells with substrate 
particles and then stipulating an algorithm that stops liquid/solid particles from moving 
away from the substrate or into it, unless specific requirements are met that let them drip 
or seek an internal cradle location. Initial conditions are specified by determining the 
impact location of a particle [31, 32]. 
2.6 Ice accretion prediction  
The process for validating an icing code is very demanding and consists of several 
steps, one of which is the comparison of code results to some known solution, be it 
analytical or experimental [33]. This action is problematic since there are no predefined 
acceptance criteria. So far, past evaluation of ice prediction performance codes has been 
based on subjective judgments of the visual appearance between ice shapes generated by 
the codes and ice shapes obtained from experimental data. 
Bourgault-Côté and Laurendeau [34] presented a two-dimensional Eulerian 
droplet flow solver developed with a multi-time steps approach and extended the infinite 
swept wing hypothesis. Their aim is to allow quick, three-dimensional ice prediction by 
computing several two-dimensional calculations at several stations along the swept wing 
span. In order to treat multi stagnation points, a thermodynamic component based on an 
iterative Messinger [28] approach is used. The Bourgault-Côté and Laurendeau two-
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dimensional solver is validated on two cases, rime and glaze, versus experimental data 
and other numerical codes.  
Son et al. [35] also presented a quantative analysis of a two-dimensional ice 
accretion on airfoils. Their paper introduced the development of an analysis code for 
icing behavior under rime ice and glaze ice conditions. The code used Messinger’s model 
and an aerodynamic solver that used boundary layer theory and the panel method. Some 
quantitative parameters, (i.e., maximum thickness icing area, ice distribution) were 
selected to validate the code and describe the icing behavior in a quantitative manner. 
Through quantitative investigation, the precision of the code was tested objectively, and 
the ice accretion behavior was characterized. Cao et al. [36] numerically simulated ice 
accretions on an aircraft wing, also basing their thermodynamic model on the Messinger 
model but using Euler equation computations instead of the panel method. 
Wright and Ruthowski [37] presented validation results for LEWICE, which is a 
computer code that is used to predict ice growth on two-dimensional aircraft surfaces 
under various atmospheric conditions [37]. It is a robust tool able to reproduce ice shapes 
while using different time step and spacing criteria. It also uses pressure, velocity, and the 
meteorological parameters of liquid water content (LWC), droplet diameter, and relative 
humidity, in order to determine the shape of the ice accretion [37].  
LEWICE has four major components: the impingement and particle trajectory 
calculation, the flow field calculation, the ice growth and thermodynamic calculation, and 
the modification of the current geometry by adding the ice growth [38]. LEWICE uses a 
time-stepping process to grow the ice accretion. First, the flow field and droplet 
impingement parameters are specified for a clean geometry. Second, applying the 
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thermodynamic model defines the ice growth rate on each segment that defines the 
surface [38]. When a time increment is determined, the growth rate can be seen as an ice 
thickness and the body coordinates are adapted to account for the accreted ice. This 
procedure is repeated and continued until the desired icing time has been reached. 
LEWICE [11] is based on a two-dimensional Messinger model [28] that uses an energy 
balance to compute the freezing fraction on a strip. LEWICE3D is the three-dimensional 
version of LEWICE that performs three-dimensional icing simulations by stacking two-
dimensional strips. However unlike LEWICE, LEWICE3D cannot perform a multistep 
ice accretion prediction [38, 39]. 
FENSAP-ICE [40] is an icing code for in-flight three-dimensional ice 
simulations, as well as two-dimensional. It has four components, each having a specific 
duty but all being related. The first component, FENSAP, computes the airflow either by 
Navier-Stokes or Euler models. DROP3D uses the computed airflow for droplet 
impingement calculations [40]. At last, ICE3D employs heat fluxes and shear forces from 
calculating the airflow of FENSAP and the water catch from DROP3D to return the two-
dimensional shape of the ice on the three-dimensional surface. FENSAP-ICE has been 
effectively used to foresee collection efficiencies on two-dimensional and three-





3.1 Surface mesh evolution 
In this section, a description of the meshing strategy developed by Tong et al. [8] 
is given, as it is the algorithm used to generate the results presented in the next section.  
While evolving a discrete, faceted surface representation, the nodal normals are not 
unique due to the discontinuous nature of the surface, as seen in figure 3.1 [8]. 
 
Figure 3.1 Ambiguous nodal positions in two dimensions [8]. 
 
As an alternative, a plane parallel to a given face could be generated in order to 
model the surface evolution, by extruding a distance equal to the product of the accretion 
rate and the time step, from the face centroid and in the face normal direction, as seen in 
figure 3.2 for a two-dimensional surface [8]. For the two-dimensional surface above, the 
location of the nodes is clearly identified. Nevertheless, in three dimensions, two non-
parallel planes intersect in a line, and three non-parallel planes intersect at a point. 
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Overall, the intersection of more than three planes is over specified in three dimensions. 
Usually, more than three faces share a specified node in a triangular surface mesh. 
Therefore, the position of the node becomes unclear.  
 
Figure 3.2 Unambiguous nodal positions in two dimensions using plane intersections 
in two dimensions [8]. 
 
The face offsetting method (FOM) developed by Jiao [6] can be used to evolve 
the surface while conserving volume. The face offsetting method is a novel framework 
for surface propagation that is based on a generalized Huygens’ Principle. The method is 
used on a Lagrangian surface mesh, without needing an Eulerian volume mesh as 
opposed to the traditional Lagrangian methods that move each vertex directly along an 
approximate normal or user-specified direction [6]. This method propagates faces and 
then reconstructs vertices through a local eigenvalue analysis at each vertex in order to 
determine the tangential and normal motion of the interface at the same time. In the 
eigenvalue analysis, the vector space associated to the eigenvectors related to the larger 
eigenvalues defines the primary space and the complementary space is the null space. 
The primary space defines the nodal displacement direction whereas the null space is 
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identified through the plane parallel to the surface, where smoothing occurs to improve 
mesh quality while preserving sharp features and the accreted volume [8]. This method 
also includes techniques for ensuring the integrity of the surface as it evolves. The FOM 
provides a framework for numerous dynamic interface problems and gives accurate 
physical solutions [6].  
 In the meshing strategy of Tong et al. [8], volume accretion rates, which are 
generated using the lofted icing model [5, 6], are integrated as an alternative to 
integrating a normal velocity at the surface [6]. Next, the surface mesh, the accretion rate 
map, and accretion time are used as inputs to iceSurf to propagate the surface mesh 
without affecting mesh quality and volume conservation [8]. Figure 3.3 illustrates the 
method employed to propagate the surface for a single icing step. An explanation for 
each step is given below the figure. 
 
Figure 3.3 Flowchart for iceSurf surface propagation sub-steps [8]. 
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3.1.1 Generating the ice accretion rate 
The first step is generating the accretion rate map. Tong et al.’s [8] algorithm gets 
input from LEWICE3D to compute local ice accretion rates. The three-dimensional 
model outputs a face offset height, which is used to calculate an effective volume rate by 
dividing the accreted volume associated with the facet by the icing time step [8]. Next, 
Jiao’s [6] algorithm is used to calculate the surface nodal normal. Integrating the volume 
rate over the icing time step returns the accreted volume [8].  
3.1.2 Defining the nodal offset direction 
The second step consists of defining the nodal offset direction [8]. Since the 
projected offset height is a highly nonlinear function of nodal normals and facet volume, 
Jiao’s algorithm is employed but with a unit height on all faces. Moreover, the weights in 
the least squares problem are defined to depend on each face’s included angle to decrease 
sensitivity to regions with highly variable triangle sizes. Consequently, the primary space 
from the eigen-analysis is selected as the normal direction employed for face offsetting. 
The integration of the volume can be completed as a distinct step because the normal 
directions can be employed to determine the volume associated with a face offset height 
[8]. 
3.1.3 Smoothing the local normal 
The next step is smoothing the local normals [8]. Local normal smoothing is used 
to reduce surface noise that can be amplified during surface propagation. The nodal offset 
direction in a region with surface noise is adjusted to align with directions of its 
neighbors, in order to improve surface smoothness. Normal smoothing is achieved by 
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averaging nodal normals to the face, while giving weight node normal that deviate 
significantly from the local face. Then, face averaged normals are used to calculate the 
nodal averages. Smoothness goals are reached by iterating this process [8]. 
3.1.4 Estimating a stable accretion sub-step fraction 
The next step estimates a stable accretion sub-step fraction [8]. Integrating the ice 
accretion over time might lead to numerical instabilities. These instabilities can be 
identified by examining the volume change as a function of increasing offset height, h. 
When a facets’ node normals are divergent or parallel, an increase in the facet volume is 
observed with increasing offset height, h. Nevertheless, the volume might attain an 
extremal value in more complicated cases and then start decreasing as the height 
increases. For these facets, we limit the sub-step such that this maximum volume is not 
exceeded. In order to determine faces that would display this behavior in the present time 
step, the volume produced by extruding a triangular face employing a parallel offset 
plane by h, is shaped as a prismatoid with a volume defined by a cubic function of height 
h. The maximum icing time step fraction necessary to maintain reasonable volume 
accumulation (the stable time step fraction) is found by differentiating this cubic function 
, which gives a quadratic equation with either imaginary or negative or real positive roots 
[8]. Negative or imaginary roots mean that no maximum time step is needed since the 
function increases monotonically with h. For positive real roots, the minimum positive 
root is used to find the height corresponding to the maximum face volume. Using this 
volume, the maximum icing time step fraction is calculated in order to guarantee 
reasonable behavior. This maximum fraction is then combined with Jiao’s [6] stability 
limit fraction to define a global minimum fraction 𝛼∆𝑡 used for all faces [8]. 
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3.1.5 Computing the facet height field 
Following the previous step, the facet height field is computed [8]. Height field 
corresponding to the volume accreted in this substep is used to advance the surface. The 
volume accreted 𝛼∆𝑡𝑉𝑓 is a product of the timestep fraction 𝛼∆𝑡 and the integrated 
accretion volume for facets 𝑉𝑓 [8]. 
3.1.6 Smoothing local irregularities in the facet height distribution 
The next step, which is investigated in the results section, is smoothing local 
irregularities in the facet height distribution [8]. This step is optional and aims to filter out 
high frequency noise in the height field. Usually, two triangular faces that share an edge, 
𝑇1 and 𝑇2, have unequal heights ℎ1 and ℎ2, respectively. Decreasing the height difference 
between two adjacent faces is used as a mechanism to filter out the high frequency noise. 
In order to decrease this difference, a volume-conserving height smoothing is used that is 
based on redistributing the volume. This redistribution is determined by the volume 
increment.  
Let ℎ1> ℎ2: 
 ∆𝑉 =  𝑚𝑖𝑛(ℎ1 −  ℎ2, 𝛼ℎ𝐻) 𝐴1 (3.1) 
where 𝐴1 is the area of 𝑇1 at the height (ℎ1+ ℎ2)/ 2, H is the height field maximum value 
and 𝛼ℎ is the user defined height smoothing threshold, with 0<𝛼ℎ<1 and a default value 
of 𝛼ℎ = 0.2 [8]. 
The height smoothing threshold 𝛼ℎ aims to preserve the true high-frequency 
characteristics that actually occur at the surface. It is observed that, during icing, the 
height differences at edges are significant in regions where the volume accretion rates are 
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large. These high-frequency characteristics are regarded as real and will be preserved 
during the smoothing process. Also, regions with small volume accretion rates are the 
regions where height field noise typically develops. In these regions, the surface can 
occasionally wrinkle to form a groove or an analogous undesirable characteristic. Hence, 
the noise is determined by comparing the height difference with a threshold depending on 
a fraction of the largest height value [8]. 
A fraction of the volume increment is then used to modify the volumes of  𝑇1 and 
𝑇2:  
 𝑉1 = 𝑉1 - β∆V 
  𝑉2 = 𝑉2 + β∆V (3.2) 
where β is user a defined height smoothing factor, 0 < β < 1/2. The default height 
smoothing factor is: 𝛽= 0.1. 
The procedure of defining a new height field is iterated after the new volumes are 
generated for each face in the mesh. Usually, 0-20 height field smoothing iterations are 
used. This number is determined by the application and the estimated intricacy of the 
simulated ice shape [8]. 
3.1.7 Computing a nodal offset from the facet height 
The following step consists of computing a nodal offset from the facet height [8]. 
Nodal positions are defined using the height field. The offset position of a node located at 
position p is defined as sum of the nodal position, p, and the nodal displacement, l, in the 
offset direction. The nodal displacement is defined as a weighted sum of the contributions 
of all faces incident to the node [8]. 
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3.1.8 Computing the remaining facet volume 
After this step, the remaining volume of the facet is computed, which is similar to 
the volume calculated in previous steps, since a parallel face to the original position will 
not necessarily be generated by the new nodal positions [8]. The subsequent volume is a 
polyhedron which is subdivided into 14 tetrahedrons in order to update the integrated 
accretion volume for the facets. The new facet volume is then defined by deducting the 
true volume removed by the facet in this step from the face assigned volume [8]. 
3.1.9 Null-space smoothing to improve mesh quality 
Next, null-space smoothing is used to improve mesh quality by redistributing 
packed nodes in concave regions and spread nodes in convex regions [8]. This step is 
based on Jiao’s [3, 7] null-space smoothing method, by redistributing the nodes on the 
surface employing the null space given by the Eigen-analysis. Null-space smoothing is an 
iterative process; therefore, this process is reiterated for nodes in the mesh until a 
satisfactory mesh quality is reached. Applying null-space smoothing on the sub-steps 
level, surface facets are relocated and move along the surface mesh. This relocation 
might lead to volume accretion location errors, which can be corrected by interpolating 
the volume accretion between every null-space smoothing step [8].  
3.1.10 Smoothing local irregularities in facet height distribution 
The final step is smoothing the local irregularity in facet height distribution [8]. 
Overall, this step decreases the small volume conservation error to an even smaller error. 
Surface evolution iterations are complete when the stable time step fraction for the 
current substep is equal to one. Nonetheless, the assigned facet volume can equal a non-
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zero value due to volume differences between the prismatoid and the final polyhedral. A 
final correction step includes this residual volume to enhance volume conservation [8]. 
3.1.11 Volume mesh deformation 
There are several mesh deformation algorithms that have been developed. Luke, 
Collins and Blades [7] presented a mesh deformation strategy for unstructured polyhedral 
meshes, which is used by Tong et al. in their meshing strategy. Luke et al. use boundary 
displacements to generate a deformed volume mesh. The mesh motion is produced using 
an inverse distance weighted technique (IDW) for a robust direct interpolation. In near-
wall viscous regions, the IDW technique preserves the mesh orthogonality better than 
other techniques [8]. Both a displacement and a local rotation for all surface mesh nodes 
are specified, which makes this approach different than other volume mesh deformation 
approaches. Tong et al. [8] use gridMover for the volume mesh deformation, which based 
on the method Luke et al. [7]. The local rotation for a specified node is calculated by 
means of a least squares fitting. A specified node on the deforming surface generates a 
displacement field in the volume mesh that is calculated applying a weighted average of 
the displacements fields of all boundary nodes [8]. This displacement field in the volume 
mesh is then evaluated using a tree-code-based fast approximation algorithm. Gridmover 
may not be able to produce a satisfactory volume mesh in terms of quality when a surface 
mesh with complex characteristics develops. Regeneration of the volume grid is required 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, results are presented that demonstrate the efficacy of the mesh 
evolution and deformation algorithms for realistic aircraft icing scenarios. The algorithms 
were employed in a loosely coupled approach utilizing LEWICE3D and Loci/CHEM to 
simulate an ice accretion on a rectangular planform constant section GLC-305 airfoil for 
rime and glaze icing conditions [8]. The wing planform is shown in figure 4.1. 
 




Comparisons between simulation results and experimental ice shapes are 
included. However, the purpose of these comparisons is to demonstrate that the mesh 
evolution and deformation strategies are robust, even for complex ice shapes, rather than 
to evaluate the overall coupled strategy [8]. 
4.1 Case parameters 
Loosely-coupled Loci/CHEM-LEWICE3D simulations of wing ice accretion 
were performed and the results were compared with experimental data from the LEWICE 
validation report [37]. For rime cases and glaze cases, a rectangular planform wing with a 
constant GLC-305 airfoil section was used. The chord of the wing was 0.9144 m and the 
span was 1.8288 m. The initial hybrid mesh consisted of approximately 12 million 




Figure 4.2 Surface mesh for rectangular planform wing. 
 
 The freestream velocity and pressure were 90 m/s and 1 atm, respectively. The 
corrected angle of attack was 4.5 deg. Upstream and downstream boundary conditions 
were imposed in front of and behind the wing. A symmetry boundary condition was 
applied at the symmetry plane as shown in figure 4.3. A far field boundary condition was 





Figure 4.3 Computational domain with symmetry plane and wing turned on. 
 
For the rime icing condition, three cases were chosen that correspond to case 210, 
case 211 and case 212 in the LEWICE validation report [37]. The icing conditions were a 
liquid water content (LWC) of 0.405 g/m, ambient temperature and pressure of 257.88 K 
and 1 atm, respectively. The droplet median volume diameter (MVD) was 20 µm. The 
spray times for cases 210, case 211, and case 212 were 2 minutes, 4.4 minutes, and 16.7 
minutes, respectively. 
 For the glaze icing condition, case072604 in the LEWICE validation report [37] 
was chosen. The icing conditions were LWC of 0.430 g/m, and the ambient temperature 
and pressure of 263.2 K and 1 atm, respectively. The MVD was 20 µm. The spray time 
for this case was six minutes.  
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The effect of changing the number of icing time steps was investigated for all 
rime and glaze icing cases, where no height smoothing was applied, as shown in table 
4.1.  
Also, for the rime icing conditions, the effect of the height smoothing parameter 
was investigated using case 212 with eight icing steps. Since an ice shape for this case 
could not be obtained without applying height smoothing, the following height smoothing 
parameters were varied from the default values as shown in table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Icing time steps and height smoothing parameters for rime and glaze icing 
conditions. 
Icing time steps for rime cases: 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. 
Icing time steps for the glaze case: 3, 6, 9, and. 12. 
Height smoothing factor β: 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2. 
Height smoothing thresholds𝛼ℎ: 0.2, 1.0, 0.1, and 0.05. 
Height smoothing iterations: 10, 20, and 30. 
 
The values for the user defined height smoothing factor should be 0<β<1/2 [1]; 
therefore, the values chosen are user selected values within this range, to investigate the 
effect of small and large values on the ice shape. Similarly, the values for the user defined 
height smoothing threshold should be 0<𝛼ℎ<1 [1]; therefore, the values chosen are user 
selected values within this range. Typically, 0-20 height smoothing iterations are used, 
therefore, 10, 20, and 30 iterations were user selected. 
Also, for glaze icing conditions, the effect of changing height smoothing 
parameters was investigated using case072604 with six icing steps. The height smoothing 




4.2.1 iceSurf/ LEWICE3D comparison 
A comparison of ice shapes computed using LEWICE3D and a single-step 
iceSurf calculation, to demonstrate the ability of the mesh evolution strategy to reproduce 
the single-step ice shape generated by LEWICE, is shown in figure 4.4 for case 210. The 
ice shapes compare favorably. This indicates that the mesh evolution algorithm can 
successfully reproduce a discrete geometry in response to the specified ice growth 
obtained from LEWICE3D. Further, the results from iceSurf were obtained using 500 
null space smoothing steps, which demonstrates that the null space smoothing does not 
adversely affect the surface description. 
 
Figure 4.4 Comparison of the computed single-step ice shapes for LEWICE3D (blue) 




4.2.2 Effect of time step size 
Since the flow field surrounding the airfoil changes in response to the ice 
accretion, which, in turn, produces a change in the collection efficiency, ice accretion 
rate, etc., computing the ice shape with the initial ice accretion rate computed for the 
clean wing is not appropriate for long icing times. Typically, the total icing time is 
divided into a number of equal time steps. The effect of changing the number of time 
steps on the predicted ice shape is now investigated. This means that the flow field and 
ice accretion rates were re-computed at every step based on the newly deformed mesh 
obtained from iceSurf and gridMover in the previous step. The total icing time for case 
210 was divided into a 120-second interval (single step), 60-second intervals (two time 
steps), 30-second intervals (four time steps), and 15-second intervals (eight time steps), 
as seen in figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 ,and 4.8,  respectively. It can be seen from these figures 
that the classic rime ice shape developed gradually during each time interval producing a 
slightly deformed surface. It can also be seen that there was less ice accreted near the 
lower surface of the wing compared to the experimental data, possibly because a droplet 
median volume diameter was used to generate the ice shape unlike the experimental data 




Figure 4.5 Ice shapes for case 210 after 120s interval (single step). 
 
 





Figure 4.7 Ice shapes for case 210 after 30s intervals (four steps). 
 
 




A comparison between ice shapes generated using single-step 
iceSurf/LEWICE3D, multi-step iceSurf/LEWICE3D, and experimental results is now 
made. For case 210, virtually the same rime ice shape was obtained using a single-step 
ice accretion method and the multi-step method for different numbers of time steps is 
shown in figure 4.9. The predicted ice shape on the upper surface of the wing compared 
favorably to experimental data, whereas the ice shape on the lower surface of the wing 
was less accurate. The latter result can be seen for cases 211 and 212 as well. In addition, 
this case doesn’t display a large dissimilarity in ice shape prediction due to time step, 
although the change in ice shapes decreases as the number of time steps increases. Also, 
it can be seen that the ice shapes are converging to a limit shape as the number of time 
steps increases. 
 
Figure 4.9 Comparison of ice shapes between single-step iceSurf/LEWICE3D, multi-




4.3.1 iceSurf/ LEWICE3D comparison: 
A comparison of ice shapes computed using LEWICE3D and a single-step 
iceSurf calculation is shown in figure 4.10 for case 211, to demonstrate the ability of the 
mesh evolution strategy to reproduce the single-step ice shape generated by LEWICE. 
The ice shapes compare favorably, with a very slight difference near the leading edge. 
This indicates that the mesh evolution algorithm can successfully reproduce a discrete 
geometry in response to the specified ice growth obtained from LEWICE3D.  
 
Figure 4.10 Comparison of the computed single-step ice shapes for LEWICE3D (blue) 
and iceSurf (red) at (tice =264s) for Case 211. 
 
4.3.2 Effect of time step size: 
The total icing time for case 211 was divided into a 264-second interval (single 
step), 132-second intervals (two time steps), 66-second intervals (four time steps), 33-
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second intervals (eight time steps), and 16.5 second-intervals (16 time steps), as seen in 
figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 respectively. It can be seen from these figures that 
the classic rime ice shape developed gradually after each time interval. More ice was 
accreted due to a longer icing time, compared to the ice shape obtained from case 210. 
Also, a small perturbation in the ice shape is formed near the lower part of the leading 
edge of the wing. 
 





Figure 4.12 Ice shapes for case 211 after 132s intervals (two steps). 
 
 





Figure 4.14 Ice shapes for case 211 after 33s intervals (eight steps). 
 
 




For case 211, a slight shift downward in the rime ice shape was obtained using the 
multi-step method with different numbers of time steps as shown in figure 4.16. The 
larger the number of time steps, the smaller the difference between the ice shapes 
obtained from a multistep ice accretion method and the experimental data; however, this 
effect is small. The single step ice accretion method predicted more ice growth compared 
to the ice shapes obtained from multiple steps and the experimental data. In addition, this 
case doesn’t display a large dissimilarity in ice shape prediction due to time step, 
although the change in ice shapes decreases as the number of time steps increases. Also, 
it can be seen that the ice shapes are converging to a limit shape as the number of time 
steps increases. 
 
Figure 4.16 Comparison of ice shapes between single-step iceSurf/LEWICE3D, multi-




4.3.3 Velocity vectors and stagnation points 
Velocity vectors are investigated using case211, and dividing the icing time into 
four steps. Figures 4.17, 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20, show the velocity vectors in the first, 
second, third, and fourth step, respectively. In these figures, it can be seen that the 
stagnation point is initially located slightly below the tip of the leading edge. Also, it is 
noticed that the ice starts to build up around the stagnation point in each step, and a small 
hollow starts to form around the same point. 
 





Figure 4.18 Velocity vectors for case211 at tice =132s (second step). 
 
 





Figure 4.20 Velocity vectors for case211 at tice =264s (fourth step). 
 
4.4 Case212 
4.4.1 iceSurf/ LEWICE3D comparison 
A comparison of ice shapes simulated using LEWICE3D and a single-step iceSurf 
calculation is shown in figure 4.21 for case 212. The ice shapes compare favorably, with 
a very slight difference near the leading edge. However, the ice shape at the leading edge 
looks a bit sharper in the LEWICE3D ice shape compared to the iceSurf ice shape. For 
case 212, this difference can be seen whereas for case 211, it isn’t not as obvious, and not 
apparent for case 210. This indicates that the mesh evolution algorithm can successfully 





Figure 4.21 Comparison of the computed single-step ice shapes for LEWICE3D (blue) 
and iceSurf (red) at (tice =1002s) for Case 212. 
 
4.4.2 Effect of time step size 
The total icing time for case 212 was divided into a 1002-second interval (single 
step), 501-second intervals (two time steps), 250.5-second intervals (four time steps) as 
seen in figures 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24, respectively. The icing time was also divided into a 
125.25-second intervals (eight time steps), 62.625-second intervals (16 time steps), and 
31.3125-second intervals (32 time steps) though no final ice shapes were obtained using 
eight, 16, and 32 time steps. In this case, a horn gradually developed producing a highly 
deformed ice shape with an indention at the leading edge. This is due to the growth of ice 
on the leading edge combined with the changes in the surrounding flow field, which 
shifted the stagnation point aft along the lower surface of the wing, causing the upper part 
of the upper horn and the indention on the ice surface to shift downward and be more 




Figure 4.22 Ice shapes for case 212 after 1002s intervals (single step). 
 
 





Figure 4.24 Ice shapes for case 212 after 250.5s intervals (four steps). 
 
For case 212, a final ice shape couldn’t be obtained using the multi-step method 
with 8, 16, and 32 time steps. The code could not run until the final time step due to the 
poor quality of the grid obtained toward the middle of the total icing time. Compared 
with the single-step solution, the ice shape generated by the multi-step iceSurf 
computation exhibits more glaze-like characteristics and the indention is more profound. 
Also, the larger the number of time steps, the more profound the indention in the ice 
shape. In addition, the ice shape obtained using two steps compares more favorably to the 
experimental data as seen in figure 4.25. Furthermore, this case displays a large 
dissimilarity in ice shape prediction due to time step, unlike case 210 and 211, with 
increased change as the number of time steps increases. Also, it can be seen that the ice 
shapes are not converging to a limit shape as the number of time steps increases. Since a 
final ice shape couldn’t be obtained dividing the icing time into eight, 16, and 32 time 
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steps, it is unknown whether the ice shape would converge to a final ice shape in these 
cases. 
 
Figure 4.25 Comparison of ice shapes between single-step iceSurf/LEWICE3D, multi-
step iceSurf/LEWICE3D, and experimental data for case 212 at tice =1002s. 
 
4.4.3 Effect of changing algorithm parameters 
The algorithm parameters related to height smoothing are now investigated. 
Recall from the methodology section that the purpose of the height smoothing is to filter 
out the high-frequency noise in the height field by reducing the height difference between 
adjacent faces. Also, the height smoothing is affected by the height smoothing factor β, 
which is used in equation 3.2, as well as the height smoothing threshold 𝛼ℎ, which is 




4.4.3.1 Effect of changing the height smoothing factor 
Using a height smoothing threshold 𝛼ℎ of 0.2, 20 height smoothing iterations, and 
dividing the total icing time into eight time steps, the effect of changing the height 
smoothing factor β was investigated as seen in figure 4.26. Height smoothing factors of 
0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 were used. For height smoothing factors of 0.005 and 0.01, 
the values chosen were too small to have a noticeable effect on the quality of the grid. 
Therefore, a final ice shape couldn’t be obtained since the quality of the grid halfway 
through the total icing time was poor. For height smoothing factors of 0.1 and 0.2, similar 
ice shapes were obtained. The ice shape from using a 0.05 height smoothing factor 
exhibits more glaze-like characteristics with a more pronounced perturbation than the 0.1 
and 0.2 ice shapes, which were very similar. Also, all ice shapes obtained after applying 
height smoothing exhibit a horn shape that is more defined than the ice shape observed in 
the experimental data. As a conclusion, using a height smoothing factor that is too small 
will have no effect on the ice shape, and might not help produce a final ice shape. Also, 
using a value that is too large, will likely produce a final ice shape and will reduce glaze 
ice characteristics. The latter option might be preferable since it is more likely to produce 
a final ice shape using large height smoothing factors without affecting the ice shape 
significantly. For case 212, height smoothing factors values of 0.1 and 0.2 produced an 




Figure 4.26 Ice shape for case 212 (eight steps) at tice =1002s using different height 
smoothing factors and 0.2 smoothing threshold. 
 
4.4.3.2 Effect of changing the height smoothing threshold 
The effect of changing the height smoothing threshold is investigated for case 
212, using a height smoothing factor of 0.05 and 20 height smoothing iterations. In figure 
4.27, the total icing time for case 212 is divided into eight steps and different ice shapes 
resulting from the use of a 0.2, 1, 0.1 and 0.05 height smoothing threshold are compared 
to experimental data. Similar ice shapes are obtained with very slight difference. In 





Figure 4.27 Ice shape for case 212 at tice =1002s (eight steps) using 0.05 smoothing 
factor and different smoothing thresholds. 
 
4.4.3.3 Effect of changing the height smoothing iterations 
The effect of changing the number of height smoothing iterations is investigated 
for case 212, dividing the total icing time into eight steps, using a 0.05 height smoothing 
factor, and 0.2 height smoothing threshold, as seen in figure 4.28. For 10, 20 and 30 
height smoothing iterations, similar ice shapes are obtained with slight differences. The 
ice shape obtained from using the smaller height smoothing iterations exhibited a more 
defined horn shape compared to ice shapes obtained from using larger height smoothing 
iterations and the experimental data. Since the ice shape barely changes with different 




Figure 4.28 Ice shape for case 212 (eight steps) using 0.05 height smoothing factor, 0.2 




4.5.1 iceSurf/ LEWICE3D comparison 
A comparison of ice shapes simulated using LEWICE3D and a single-step iceSurf 
calculation, to demonstrate the ability of the mesh evolution strategy to reproduce the 
single-step ice shape generated by LEWICE during glaze icing condition, is shown in 
figure 4.29 for case072604. The ice shapes compare favorably, with a very slight 
difference near the leading edge. However, the ice shape at the leading edge looks a little 
bit sharper in the LEWICE3D ice shape compared to the iceSurf ice shape. Again, this 
indicates that the mesh evolution algorithm can successfully reproduce a discrete 
geometry in response to the specified ice growth obtained from LEWICE3D. Also, more 




Figure 4.29 Comparison of the computed single-step ice shapes for LEWICE3D (blue) 
and iceSurf (red) at (tice =360s) for Case072604. 
 
4.5.2 Effect of time step size 
The total icing time for case072604 was divided into a 360-second interval (single 
step), 120-second intervals (three time steps), 60-second intervals (six time steps), 40-
second intervals (nine time steps), and 30-second intervals (12 time steps), as seen in 
figures 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, and 4.34, respectively. In this case, a horn gradually 
developed producing a highly deformed ice shape with an indention at the leading edge. 
This is due to the growth of ice on the leading edge combined with the changes in the 
surrounding flow field, which shifted the stagnation point aft along the upper surface of 
the wing, causing the horn and the indention on the ice surface to shift downward and be 





Figure 4.30 Ice shapes for case072604 after 360s intervals (single step). 
 
 





Figure 4.32 Ice shapes for case072604 after 60s intervals (six steps). 
 
 





Figure 4.34 Ice shapes for case072604 after 30s intervals (12 steps). 
 
For case072604, compared with the single-step solution, the ice shape generated 
by the multi-step iceSurf computation exhibits more glaze-like characteristics and the 
indention is more profound. Also, the larger the number of time steps, the more profound 
the indention in the ice shape, and the bigger the upper horn. In addition, the ice shape 
obtained using LEWICE3D and iceSurf do not compare very well to the experimental 
data since the ice shape obtained using the code displays a horn, and since there is more 
ice growth on the upper part of leading edge, unlike the experimental data for unknown 
reasons as seen in figure 4.35. In addition, this case doesn’t display a dissimilarity in ice 
shape prediction due to time step, though the change in ice shapes decreases and the 
upper horn shifts downward along the leading edge as the number of time steps increases. 
Also, it can be seen that the ice shapes are converging to a limit shape as the number of 




Figure 4.35 Comparison of ice shapes between single-step iceSurf/LEWICE3D, multi-
step iceSurf/LEWICE3D, and experimental data for case072604 at 
tice=360s. 
 
4.5.3 Effect of changing algorithm parameters 
4.5.3.1 Effect of changing the height smoothing factor 
Using 20 height smoothing iterations, and dividing the total icing time into six 
time steps, the effect of changing the height smoothing factor is investigated for 
case072604 as seen in figure 4.36 for a height smoothing threshold of 0.2, and in figure 
4.37 for a height smoothing threshold of 1.0. In both figures, height smoothing factors of 
0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 were used. It is noticed that the smaller the height 
smoothing factor, the more glaze-like characteristics the ice shape displayed, with a more 
pronounced horn and with more ice growth on the upper part of the leading edge. 
However, in both figures, the ice shape obtained using 0.01 height smoothing factor -
which is the second smallest factor used- displayed the most profound indention. Also, 
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none of the ice shapes obtained after applying height smoothing compare favorably to 
experimental data since they all exhibit a horn shape that is not observed in the 
experimental data. A clear conclusion couldn’t be drawn, except that using too large of a 
height smoothing factor will display less glaze ice characteristics. In future work, it might 
be preferable to investigate the effect of the height smoothing factor for glaze icing 
conditions with a longer icing time. Using larger height smoothing factors might help 
obtaining a final ice shape, as it helped for rime icing cases. 
 
Figure 4.36 Ice shape for case072604 (six steps) at tice =360s using different height 





Figure 4.37 Ice shape for case072604 (six steps) at tice =360s using different height 
smoothing factors and 1.0 smoothing threshold. 
 
4.5.3.2 Effect of changing the height smoothing threshold 
The effect of changing the height smoothing threshold is investigated for 
case072604. In figure 4.38, the total icing time for case072604 is divided into six steps 
and different ice shapes resulting from the use of a 0.2, 1.0, 0.1 and 0.05 height 
smoothing threshold are compared to experimental data. Similar ice shapes are obtained 
with very slight differences and they do not compare favorably to the experimental data, 
as they display a horn with more ice growth on the upper part of the leading edge. In 
general, the smaller the height smoothing threshold, the more pronounced the upper horn 
in the ice shape. It can be concluded that the resulting ice shape is not sensitive to the 
value of the height smoothing threshold, and that different values within the defined 
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height smoothing threshold range [37] can be used to generate an ice shape, and still 
approximately get the same result. 
 
Figure 4.38 Ice shape for case072604 at tice =360s (six steps) using 0.05 smoothing 
factor and different smoothing thresholds. 
 
4.5.3.3 Effect of changing the height smoothing iterations 
The effect of changing the number of height smoothing iterations is investigated 
for case072604, dividing the total icing time into six steps, using a 0.05 height smoothing 
factor and a 0.2 height smoothing threshold as shown in figure 4.35. For 10, 20 and 30 
height smoothing iterations, similar ice shapes are obtained with slight differences. The 
ice shape obtained using the smaller number of height smoothing iterations exhibited a 
more pronounced horn compared to ice shapes obtained using larger height smoothing 
iterations. Again, the ice shapes obtained using LEWICE3D and iceSurf do not compare 
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favorably with the experimental data. Since the multi-step ice shape barely changes with 
different height smoothing iterations, different values can be used to generate the ice 
shape. 
 
Figure 4.39 Ice shape for case072604 (six steps) using 0.05 height smoothing factor, 







The effect of changing the number of time steps, the height smoothing factor, the 
height smoothing threshold, and the height smoothing iterations, on an ice shape has been 
investigated. The ice shapes were simulated by loosely coupling Loci/CHEM, 
LEWICE3D, and iceSurf [37]. The results obtained lead to the following conclusions: 
 The smaller the icing time, the more similar the ice shapes are using 
different time steps, and the smaller the number of time steps required for 
the final ice shape to converge to a limit shape. 
 The variation in ice shapes decreases as the number of time steps 
increases. 
 For rime icing conditions, a long icing time causes the ice shape to display 
glaze-like characteristics. Also, the ice shapes might not converge to a 
limit ice shape. Furthermore, decreasing the height smoothing factor in 
this case leads to an increase in the accuracy of the final ice shape, 
although a final ice shape couldn’t be obtained for longer icing times. 
  For glaze icing conditions, decreasing the height smoothing factor leads 
to an increase in the accuracy of the final ice shape and a more 
pronounced horn. Also, increasing the number of time steps causes the 
upper horn to shift downwards along the leading edge. 
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 For both rime and glaze icing cases, increasing the number of time steps 
leads to an increase in the accuracy of the ice shape compared to the 
experimental data. Also, changing the height smoothing threshold and the 
height smoothing iterations leads to very little change in the ice shape. 
Future work will include a more in depth investigation of the effect of using larger 
time steps, for longer icing times. This investigation might help determine if the ice shape 
converges to a limit shape, for rime cases where a final ice shape couldn’t be obtained. 
Also, an investigation of the height smoothing factor effect for glaze icing conditions, 
and longer icing times will be included. Furthermore, surface repair algorithms will be 
investigated, in order to repair greatly distorted surface meshes, while conserving 
geometric features. Lastly, volume mesh smoothing or untangling will be investigated in 
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